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The 3rd AGILE TGF catalog: simultaneous lightning associations

Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are short bursts of high energy photons associated with lightning
flashes produced in thunderstorms. The Italian AGILE satellite is one of few satellites capable of detecting these
events.

It is possible to find TGF candidates using only time correlation between gamma-ray measurements by AGILE
and lightning detected by the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN). This method is not biased by
selection criteria based on gamma-ray data, e.g. spectral hardness ratio, and can therefore identify new candidates
which have been overlooked before. Similar procedures have already been successfully applied to data from the
Fermi and RHESSI satellites. The ultimate goal is to contribute to answering the question: how common are TGFs?

Using four different datasets collected by the Mini-Calorimeter (MCAL) instrument onboard AGILE, a list
of new lightning-associated TGF candidates has been obtained. The four MCAL datasets span from 2009 to 2018
and are differentiated on absolute timing accuracy and TGF detection efficiency.

Here we present the global characteristics of this WWLLN-identified TGF sample. The sample confirms
the findings by Connaughton et al. (2013) that TGFs associated with WWLLN have short duration, compared
with those TGFs without a WWLLN detection. Several multipeak TGFs are also identified, and in agreement with
Mezentsev et al. (2016) the last TGF peak occurs simultaneously with the WWLLN detection. This list of events
constitutes part of the 3rd AGILE TGF catalog, soon to be released.


